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he quickening pace of MOSFET technology scaling, as seen in the new
2001 International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors [1], is accelerating the introduction of many new technologies to extend CMOS
into nanoscale MOSFET structures heretofore not thought possible. A
cautious optimism is emerging that these new technologies may extend
MOSFETs to the 22-nm node (9-nm physical gate length) by 2016 if not by the
end of this decade. These new devices likely will feature several new materials
cleverly incorporated into new nonbulk MOSFET structures. They will be ultra
fast and dense with a voracious appetite for power. Intrinsic device speeds may
be more than 1 THz and integration densities will exceed 1 billion transistors per
cm2. Excessive power consumption, however, will demand judicious use of
these high-performance devices only in those critical paths requiring their superior performance. Two or perhaps three other lower performance, more
power-efficient MOSFETs will likely be used to perform less performance-critical functions on the chip to manage the total power consumption.
Beyond CMOS, several completely new approaches to information-processing and data-storage technologies and architectures are emerging to address the
timeframe beyond the current roadmap. Rather than vying to “replace” CMOS,
one or more of these embryonic paradigms, when combined with a CMOS platform, could extend microelectronics to new applications domains currently not
accessible to CMOS. A successful new information-processing paradigm most
likely will require a new platform technology embodying a fabric of interconnected primitive logic cells, perhaps in three dimensions. Further, this new
logic paradigm may suggest a new symbiotic information-processing architecture to fully extract the potential offered by the logic fabric. An excellent summary of nanoelectronic devices is contained in the Technology Roadmap for
Nanoelectronics, produced by the European Commission’s Information Society
Technology Programme (Future and Emerging Technologies)[2].
The goal of this article is to introduce and review many new device technologies and concepts for information and signal processing having potential to extend microelectronics to and beyond the time frame of the new 2001 ITRS. The
scope of this article is to “cast a broad net” to gather in one place substantive, alternative concepts for memory, logic, and information-processing architectures
that would, if successful, substantially extend the time frame of the ITRS beyond
CMOS. As such, this section will provide a window into candidate approaches.
Provision of in-depth, critical analysis of each approach will be quite important
but is beyond the scope of this article.
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Emerging Technology Parametrization
Figure 1 shows a parametrization of CMOS and
a selected set of emerging technologies in terms of
speed, size, cost, and power [3]. These emerging
technologies in general are not a direct replacement for silicon and may require radically new architectures to achieve their functionality. The first
three parameters in this figure (speed, size, and
cost) are used to define a three-dimensional space
and the fourth parameter (switching energy) is
displayed as color code. This color code is shown in
the legend found in the lower right hand corner of
the graph. All the scales are logarithmic and span
many orders of magnitude as shown in the graph.
Each of the technologies displaces a certain volume in this parameter space and is color-coded in a
solid color representing the energy required for a
single gate operation. Each of the volumes is projected onto the bounding planes so that quantita1. Parametrization of emerging technologies and CMOS: speed, size, cost, power.
tive values of the parameters can be determined.
The projections of the volume corresponding to a given technology are shown as crosshatched rectangles filled with the same
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color as the corresponding volume.
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defined as $ per gate. The Tmin for Si CMOS is determined by the
local clock frequency specified in the 2001 ITRS for the 22-nm
node, and not by the intrinsic transistor speed (CV/I).
Four of the information-processing technologies shown in
Fig. 1 and Table 1 are included in tables given below. These include silicon CMOS, RSFQ, molecular, and quantum computing. The remaining four paradigms shown in Fig. 1 are plastic
transistors, optical computing, NEMS, and neuromorphic computing; these are briefly described in this section.
Plastic transistors are defined to be thin-film transistor (TFT)
devices fabricated on plastic substrates. The active layer of the TFT
can be amorphous or poly-Si as well as organic semiconductors.
Often, the TFTs are combined with organic light emitting diodes
to form intelligent, flexible display devices than can be bent,
folded, worn, or conformally mapped on to arbitrarily shaped surfaces. A process technology consisting just of printing operations
on paper-based substrates would have an intrinsic cost structure
similar to color inkjet printing today. It could support disposable
devices such as periodicals and dynamic bar codes.
Optical computing is based on using light transmission and
interaction with solids for information processing. The potential
advantages of digital optical computers relate to the following
properties of light as a carrier of information. First, optical beams
do not interact with each other, and, second, optical information-processing functions can be performed in parallel (performing a Fourier transform, for example). Lastly, optical signals can
be propagated at high speeds (speed of light in a media).
Nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) applied to logic
gates for a computer in the form of mechanical digital signals are
represented by displacements of solid rods, and the speed of signal propagation is limited to the speed of the sound (e.g., 1.7 ×
104 m/s in diamond). Optimistic estimates predict NEMS logic
gates that switch in 0.1 ns and dissipate less than 10-21 J and

computers that perform 1016 instructions per Watt (compared
to 5 × 1012 instruction per Watt in human brain operation). More
conservative estimates of characteristics of the NEMS computers can be made based on recent demonstrations of VLSI-NEMS
chip for parallel data storage (e.g., IBM’s Millipede concept [6]).
Reported storage densities are 500 Gb/in2. The highest data rates
achieved so far are 6 Mb/s. A summary of conservative estimates
of parameters of the NEMS computers is given in Table 1.
The human brain is defined to be the archetypal neuromorphic
information processing device and is included here to provide a basis of comparison with technological information-processing systems. The scale length of individual neurons is estimated from the
volume of the brain and the estimated number of neurons. Similarly, the speed quoted in Table 1 for Tmax is the experimentally observed time scale for opening and closing of synapses. The
minimum switching speed is derived from an “effective operation
time” of neuromorphic computing. In that case, the reference operation is vision processing where there is a great deal of information relating to manmade systems. The effective times defined in
this way are very much faster than the synaptic speed and reflects
that the interconnect density of the human brain is very much
greater than any manmade system. Estimates of the data rate for
the neuromorphic device on this basis is 1013 bits/s, giving a Tmin of
10−13 s. Each neuron is connected to 100 to 10,000 synapses, which
differentiates the architecture of the human brain from that of silicon-based systems.

Platform Technologies
Many new systems applications enabled by one or more of the
emerging technologies discussed in this article likely will require huge amounts of inexpensive information-processing and
data-storage to perform their overall system functions. The
CMOS and memory technologies available at that time will fill
these so-called “platform” systems functions or technologies.

Table 1. Estimated Parameters for Emerging Research Devices and Technologies
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The CMOS and memory structures and technologies discussed
below are candidates for both extending microelectronics to the
next decade and for fulfilling the platform function.

Nonclassical CMOS Devices
Extension of scaled CMOS to the to the end of the time horizon of the 2001 ITRS in the next decade will exacerbate several
well-known emerging challenges to MOSFET technology. For
digital applications, conventional rules for scaling MOSFETs
in lateral size and integration density [7] also require scaling
the vertical dimensions of elements of the transistor as well.
Vertical scaling of these elements, including the gate dielectric thickness and the source and drain junction depths,
causes an exponential increase in the transistor leakage currents (gate, channel, and source/drain junctions). Further,
scaling below the 100-nm node will require extraordinary
measures to control a threshold voltage increase related to
the “short channel effect.” Relatively low values of threshold
voltage must be sustained as CMOS is scaled to provide large
values of on current needed to continue speed increases related to increasingly smaller MOSFETs. Control of threshold
voltage over the die is another major scaling challenge. For
analog/RF applications, the challenges additionally include
sustaining linearity, low noise figure, power-added efficiency,
and transistor matching.

The industry is pursuing two fundamentally distinct approaches to managing these scaling challenges—bulk transistors enhanced using new materials for the gate stack, etc., and
new transistor structures. Zeitzoff and Chung discuss process
methods related to bulk CMOS transistors in another article in
this issue [8]. This article addresses methods related to introduction of structural changes to the MOSFET. These structural
changes are compared in Table 2 and discussed below.
Nonclassical CMOS structures includes those advanced
MOSFETs that provide a path to scaling CMOS to the end of the
time horizon of the 2001 Roadmap using new transistor structural designs. Nonclassical entries include ultra-thin-body SOI,
the band-engineered transistor, and three entries for double gate
structures. Candidate structures are discussed briefly below.
The ultra-thin-body MOSFET [9, 10] consists of a fully depleted silicon-on-insulator (SOI) MOSFET with an ultra-thin
body or channel (5-10-nm thick). Currently in production, today’s SOI CMOS transistor is a partially depleted MOSFET,
where there is a quasi-neutral body or substrate region under all
operating bias conditions. This quasi-neutral body is usually left
floating with no external electrical connection. Alternatively,
the quasi-neutral body is electrically connected to the source or
to an externally accessible body contact. In contrast, a fully depleted SOI CMOS transistor has no quasi-neutral body region
because the entire body or substrate region is depleted of mobile
carriers under all operating bias conditions. Electrical connec-

Table 2. Nonclassical CMOS

DEVICE
CONCEPT
APPLICATION/DRIVER

ADVANTAGES

BAND-ENGINEERED
DOUBLE-GATE
VERTICAL TRANSISTOR
FINFET
TRANSISTOR
TRANSISTOR
Double-gate or surround-gate structure
SiGe or Strained Si
channel; bulk Si or
(No specific temporal sequence for these three structures is
Fully depleted SOI
SOI
intended)
Higher performance, Higher transistor density, Lower power dissipation
-Higher drive
-Higher drive
current
current
-Higher drive
-Improved
-Improved
-Improved
-Higher drive current
current
subthreshold
subthreshold
subthreshold slope
-Compatible with
slope
slope
-Lithography
-Vt controllability
bulk and SOI CMOS
-Improved short
-Improved short
independent Lg
channel effect
channel effect
-Stacked NAND
-Stacked NAND
ULTRA-THIN BODY SOI

-Si film thickness
SCALING ISSUES

DESIGN CHALLENGES

-Gate stack
-Worse short channel
effect than bulk CMOS

-Gate stack

-Device
characterization
-Compact model and
parameter extraction

-Device
characterization

MATURITY

-Integration

-Si film thickness
-Gate stack
-Integrability
-Process
complexity
-Accurate TCAD
including QM
effect

-Si film thickness
-Gate stack
-Process
complexity
-Accurate TCAD
including QM
effect

-Gate alignment
-Si film thickness
-Gate stack
-Integrability
-Process
complexity
-Accurate TCAD
including QM
effect

-Device characterization
-PD versus FD
-Compact model and parameter extraction
-Applicability to mixed signal applications
Development

Near Future

TIMING
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tion to the body is not possible. Ultra-thin body scaling provides
the extremely thin channel dimensions required to scale CMOS
to the 22 nm node. Recently a new structure has been reported
[10] utilizing a thin Si channel (5–20 nm) isolated from the substrate by a thin localized buried dielectric layer (10–30 nm). This
structure combines the best features of bulk CMOS (e.g., deep
source/drain regions) with the best features of SOI (e.g., ultrathin channel and dielectric insulating layer).
The concept of a band-engineered transistor [11-13] is to enhance the mobility of electrons and/or holes in the channel by
modifying the band structure of silicon in the channel in a way
such that the physical structure of the transistor remains substantially unchanged. This enhanced mobility increases the transistor gm and Ion. A Si-Ge layer or a strained-silicon on relaxed
Si-Ge layer is used as the enhanced-mobility channel layer. The
device structure can be a bulk transistor or an SOI transistor.
A vertical transistor [14] is one having surface conduction
channels on two or more vertical surfaces and having current
flow in the vertical direction. The channel length is given by the
vertical separation between source and drain, which is usually
determined by the thickness of an epitaxial layer and not by a
lithographic step
A FinFET [15] is another form of a double gate transistor having surface conduction channels on two opposite vertical surfaces and having current flow in the horizontal direction. The
channel length is given by the horizontal separation between

source and drain and is usually determined by a lithographic
step combined with a side-wall spacer etch process
A double-gate transistor [16] is one having surface conduction channels on two opposite horizontal surfaces and having
current flow in the horizontal direction. The channel length
is given by the horizontal separation between source and
drain and is defined by a lithographic step combined with an
etch process.

Memory Devices
An important feature of silicon CMOS technology is the integrity
of CMOS switches; i.e., CMOS switches have allowed realization
of both memory and logic devices. This integrity is a great advantage of CMOS technology, though not without some inherent
drawbacks. For example, CMOS memory technology (e.g.,
DRAM or SRAM) did not offer a solution for nonvolatile RAM.
In the post-CMOS era, most probably there will be two separate paths for development of memory and logic devices (see, for
example, Fig. 2).
General expectations for post-CMOS memories can be summarized as nonvolatile, fast, low energy, and high density.
Ideally, we need technologies that will combine higher density
with the fast read/write speeds of synchronous RAM, the lower
cost of dynamic RAM, and the nonvolatility of flash memory,
which can store data when a device is turned off. Another critical
issue is the scalability of a given memory technology—how
many generations will a chosen technology survive?
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A summary of published research efforts on several memory
technologies is shown in Table 3. As can be seen, existing research
efforts are exploring a variety of basic memory mechanisms.
These mechanisms include charge isolated by surrounding dielectrics, charge held in place by Coulomb blockade potential,
chemical phenomena, magnetic phenomena, and material phase
change. It is important to note that most of these memory options
are thought to merge into a CMOS technology platform. Fabrication is viewed as some type of modification or addition to a CMOS
platform technology. In Table 3, the parameters of emerging research memory devices are compared with current DRAM and
Flash NOR technologies as benchmarks. DRAM and Flash NOR
are the current dominant volume produced memories.
Potentially, the nearest term emerging memory technologies are magnetic RAM and phase change RAM. One of the major
drivers for both of these technologies is nonvolatility.
Magnetic RAMs (MRAM) [17] are based on the magnetoresistive effects in magnetic materials and structures that exhibit a resistance change when an external magnetic field is applied. In the
MRAM, data are stored by applying magnetic fields that cause
magnetic materials to be magnetized into one of two possible
magnetic states. Reading data is performed by measuring resistance changes in the cell compared to a reference. Passing currents nearby or through the magnetic structure creates the magnetic fields applied to each cell. Two magnetoresistive effects are
used in MRAM: giant magnetoresistance (GMR) and tunneling
magnetoresistance (TMR). Correspondingly, two types of MRAM
are explored: GMR (or its modified version pseudo spin
valve—PSV) MRAM and magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) MRAM.
The PSV cell providing GMR is made of two magnetic layers (e.g.,
Ni, Co, Fe) separated by a thin conductive nonmagnetic layer (e.g.,

Cu). In PSV MRAM devices the GMR is sensed with the current
flowing along the center conducting layer, which is coupled to
both of the magnetic cladding layers. The resistance to current
flow in the thin nonmagnetic conducting layer depends upon the
alignment of magnetic spin polarization of each of the two cladding magnetic metal layers with each other and with the electrons
in the center conducting layer. If the magnetic spins of the two
magnetic cladding layers are aligned with each other, those electrons flowing in the center conducting layer that possess magnetic spins aligned to these layers will experience little large angle
scattering and will, therefore, flow with little resistance. If the
magnetic spins of the two cladding magnetic layers are not
aligned with each other, then the magnetic spins of all electrons
in the center nonmagnetic conducting layer will be misaligned
with one or both of the cladding layers. Consequently, for this case
a fractionally larger resistance will impede current flow in the
center nonmagnetic conducting layer. The difference between 0
and 1 levels corresponds to about 12% of the cell resistance. Disadvantages of PSV cells: low impedance, small signal voltage difference of ±3 mV during a read operation resulting in larger read
time. The MTJ cell is made of two ferromagnetic layers separated
by a thin insulating layer that acts as a tunnel barrier. In contrast
to giant magnetoresistive (GMR) structures in which the sense
current usually flows parallel to the layers of the structure, the
current is passed perpendicular to the layers of the MTJ sandwich.
Similarly to GMR the resistance of the MTJ sandwich depends on
the magnetic arrangement of the magnetic moments of the two
ferromagnetic layers. Typically, the resistance of the MTJ is lowest
when these moments are aligned parallel to one another, and it is
highest when antiparallel, thereby giving rise to magnetoresistance. The read operation is performed by measuring spin-de-

Table 3. Emerging Research Memory Devices
STORAGE
MECHANISM

DEVICE
TYPES

BASELINE 2002
TECHNOLOGIES

DRAM

AVAILABILITY

GENERAL
ADVANTAGES

CHALLENGES

MATURITY

NOR Flash
2002

Density
Economy

Scaling
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ELECTRON
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-Engineered
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SET

~2004

~2004
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>2005

>2007

Non-Volatile,
High Endurance,
Fast Read and Write,
Radiation Hard,
NDRO

Scaling

Integration Issues,
Material Quality,
Control Magnetic
Properties for Write
Operations
Development
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MEMORY
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Nonvolatile

Production
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MAGNETIC RAM

MOLECULAR
MEMORIES

-Bistable Switch
-Molecular NEMS
-Spin Based
Molecular Devices
>2010

Non-volatile,
Fast Read and
Write

Density
Power

Density, Power,
Identical Switches,
Larger I/O
Difference,
Opportunities for
3D, Easier to
Interconnect,
Defect Tolerant
Circuitry

New Materials
and
Integration

Material
Quality

Dimensional
Control
(Room
Temperature
Operation),
Background
Charge

Volatile
Thermal
Stability

Development

Demonstrated

Demonstrated

Demonstrated

Non-volatile,
Low Power,
NDRO,
Radiation Hard
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pendent tunneling current between the magnetic layers, thus the
impedance is high and the difference between the 0 and 1 level can
achieve 50% of cell resistance. Perhaps, the biggest problem of
MRAM is scalability. The scalability of magnetic memory cells is
difficult because the magnetic field needed for write operation is
the same for smaller and larger memory cells. Since current passing through the cell produces the magnetic field, the write current density increases for smaller cell size.
Phase change memory [18, 19], also called ovonic unified
memory (OUM), is based on rapid reversible phase change effect
in some materials under the influence of electric current pulses.
The OUM uses the reversible structural phase-change in
thin-film material (e.g., chalcogenides) as the data storage
mechanism. The small volume of active media acts as a programmable resistor between a high and low resistance with > 40X dynamic range. Ones and zeros are represented by crystalline
versus amorphous phase states of active material. Phase states
are programmed by the application of a current pulse through a
MOSFET which drives the memory cell into a high or low resistance state, depending on current magnitude. Measuring resistance changes in the cell performs the function of reading data.
OUM cells can be programmed to intermediate resistance values; e.g., for multistate data storage.
The potential advantage of OUM is a relatively simple system
based rather on “smart” material properties than on an elaborate
multi-material layered structure. Also, since the energy required for phase transformation decreases with cell size, the
write current can scale with cell size (at least theoretically), thus
facilitating memory scaling.
In this article, we will not consider a family of research memory technologies often combined under name “single electron
memory.” These technologies are very well represented in the following references [20-28]. However, it is important to note that,
in fact, there are two different technologies often referred as to
single electron memory. Since the physical principle of operation
of these two technologies is very different, the 2001 ITRS distinguishes between nanofloating gate memory and single electron
memory [29]. While the nanofloating gate memory includes several possible evolutions of conventional floating gate memory, the
basic component of single-electron memory is the single-electron
transistor. At this point, the time horizons of nanofloating-gate
and single-electron memories are unclear, due to several important drawbacks. For example, a major drawback of nanofloatinggate memory is relatively low endurance (e.g., the number of
erase/write cycles) [29]. Major disadvantages of all single-electron
memories reported so far are volatility, very low operating temperature of 4.2-20 K and background charges [29].
The memory technology with likely the longest time horizon
is molecular memory [30, 31]. Molecular memory is a broad
term combining different proposals for using individual molecules as building blocks of memory cells in which one bit of information can be stored in the space of an atom, molecule, or
cell. One experimentally demonstrated approach is based on
rapid reversible change of effective conductance of a molecule
attached between two electrodes controlled by applied voltage.
■ 34

In this molecular memory, data are stored by applying external
voltage that causes the transition of the molecule into one of two
possible conduction states. Data is read by measuring resistance
changes in the molecular cell. There are also concepts for combining molecular components with current memory technology; e.g., DRAM and floating gate memory. In this case, the
molecular element acts as a nano-sized resonant tunnel diode or
ultimately small memory node. A major drawback of experimentally demonstrated approaches in molecular memory is their inherent two-terminal nature. A number of advanced molecular
components have been proposed, such as three-terminal molecular devices (molecular transistor), molecular NEMS, and
spin-based molecular devices. While molecular memory perhaps
represents the highest scalability, the nonvolatility is a difficult
challenge for molecular devices. At this point, no nonvolatile
molecular memory has been demonstrated.

Application-Specific Emerging Technologies
As discussed above in the section on “Emerging Technology
Parametrization,” many of the emerging information and signal
processing technologies address particular domains of application, defined by their density, speed, size, and cost, and these domains likely are not attainable by silicon CMOS. This suggests
two thoughts. First, these new approaches could possibly extend
the applications of microelectronics to domains and products
currently not within the reach of silicon CMOS. Second, silicon
CMOS and related memory technologies will undoubtedly be integrated with these new technologies to serve far beyond their
scaling time horizon as systems integrating platforms. The sections below discuss some of the candidate concepts.

Logic Devices
Different from memory technologies, which are thought to be
universal in their applications, the beyond-CMOS solutions to
logic devices probably will be more application specific. Another
important difference between potential beyond-CMOS memory
and logic is that while the memory options are thought to merge
into a CMOS technology platform, such integration could be
more difficult for logic devices. A summary of published research efforts on several emerging logic technologies is shown
in Table 4.
Similar to memory devices, the new logic technologies must
meet certain fundamental requirements and possess certain
compelling attributes to justify the very substantial investments
that will be necessary to build a new infrastructure. First and
foremost, any new information-processing technology must satisfy the following requirements:
✦ Functionally scaleable well beyond (>100X) CMOS;
✦ High information/signal processing rate and throughput;
✦ Minimum energy per functional operation;
✦ Minimum scaleable cost per function.
Among a few beyond-CMOS technologies in which feasibility
has already been demonstrated is rapid single flux quantum
(RSFQ) logic [32]. This is a dynamic logic based upon a superconducting quantum effect in which the storage and transmisIEEE CIRCUITS & DEVICES MAGAZINE
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Table 4. Emerging Logic Devices

DEVICE

RESONANT TUNNELING
DIODE - FET

SINGLE
ELECTRON
TRANSISTOR

RAPID SINGLE
QUANTUM FLUX
LOGIC

QUANTUM
CELLULAR
AUTOMATA

NANOTUBE
DEVICES

MOLECULAR DEVICES

TYPES

3-Terminal

3-Terminal

Josephson
Junction
+Inductance
Loop

-Electronic QCA
-Magnetic QCA

FET

2-Terminal and
3-Terminal

Density,
Performance,
RF

Density,
Power,
Function

High Speed,
Potentially
Robust,
(Insenstive to
Timing Error)

High Functional
Density,
No Interconnect
in Signal Path,
Fast and Low
Power

Density,
Power

Identity of
Individual
Switches (e.g.,
Size, Properties
on Sub-nm Level.
Potential Solution
to Interconnect
Problem

CHALLENGES

Matching of Device
Properties Across
Wafer

New Device
and System,
Dimensional
Control (e.g.,
Room Temp
Operation),
Noise (Offset
Charge),
Lack of Drive
Current

Low
Temperatures,
Fabrication of
Complex, Dense
Circuity

Limited Fan Out,
Dimensional
Control (Room
Temperature
Operation),
Architecture,
Feedback from
Devices,
Background
Charge

New Device and
System,
Difficult Route
for Fabricating
Complex
Circuitry

Thermal and
Environmental
Stability,
Two Terminal
Devices,
Need for New
Architectures

MATURITY

Demonstrated

Demonstrated

Demonstrated

Demonstrated

Demonstrated

Demonstrated

ADVANTAGES

sion of flux quanta defines the device operation. The basic RSFQ
structure is a superconducting ring that contains one Josephson
junction plus an external resistive shunt. The storage element is
the superconducting inductive ring and the switching element
is the Josephson junction. RFSQ dynamic logic uses the presence or absence of the flux quanta in the closed superconducting
inductive loop to represent a bit as a “1” or “0,” respectively. The
circuit operates by temporarily closing the Josephson junction,
thereby ejecting the stored flux quanta. When that happens, a
quantized voltage pulse is generated across the Josephson junction. This voltage pulse is propagated down a superconducting
transmission line and can be used to trigger other RSFQ structures in various combinations to form complex circuits. As this
quantum effect occurs at a macroscopic scale, sub-micron lithography is not a prerequisite. With RSFQ, circuit speeds above
100 GHz (perhaps up to 750 GHz) are possible. RSFQ circuits are
currently built on low-temperature superconducting Josephson
Junctions (~5 K) and high-temperature superconductors may
eventually be exploited. RSFQ devices need extreme cooling because the device operating temperature is lower than the critical
temperature of the bulk superconductor material. The availability of adequate cooling systems, which comply with needed
specifications (temperature, size, weight, dimensions, etc.) in
the limits of reasonable prices, is one of the most important
drawbacks for the market introduction of this technology. Another difficult problem of RSFQ is scalability: the minimum
critical dimension is limited by magnetic penetration depth.
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According to estimates [2], for Nb-based low-temperature superconductors, the minimum size will be 100 nm, while for
high-temperature superconductors, the minimal feature size
is about 500 nm. Thus, high-scale integration is one of major
challenges of RSFQ devices.
When one thinks of a universal beyond-CMOS technology,
molecular electronics is perhaps first in the list of choices. A hypothetical ability to make both molecular memory and molecular
logic would, in principle, build a new platform to replace the silicon platform. However, at this point the feasibility of such a universal molecular platform for future nanoelectronics is unclear.
Molecular logic devices are based on electron transport properties through a single molecule [33]. Experimental demonstrations to date have been performed using two-terminal molecular
devices [34], although three-terminal molecular structures have
been proposed [35], and one has been recently demonstrated
[36]. Two-terminal molecular devices currently being explored
consist of thousands of molecules operating in parallel; e.g., as
digital switches or as analog diodes. In both cases a voltage applied to a group of parallel molecules results in reconfiguration
of the molecular components, or moieties, and a change in the
molecule’s electrical conduction properties [34, 37]. The mechanism of charge transport in molecules is not understood. One
possible model is this change in a molecule’s electrical properties is caused by a change in the overlap of the orbitals in the
molecule. The correct overlap of the molecular orbitals allows
electrons to flow through the molecule. But when this overlap of
35 ■

Table 5. Status of Molecular Components for
Nanoelectronic Devices for Logic Applications

Conductor

Demonstration [32]

Insulator

Demonstration [32]

Diode

Demonstration [32]

Resonant tunnel diode

Demonstration [32]

Memory (bistable 2-terminal

Demonstration [33]

switch)
Transistor (3-terminal switch)

Concept [34], Demonstration [35]

Molecular NEMS

Concept [36]

Molecular optoelectronic

Concept [36, 47]

devices

orbitals is further changed (because the molecule has been
twisted or its geometry has been otherwise changed) the flow of
electrons is impeded. A near term opportunity of molecular electronics is in integration of molecular components with sub-100
nm CMOS [38] to form hybrid systems. Potential longer-term
opportunities are full-molecular systems. In addition to two-terminal digital switches and analog diodes, several other molecular components have been recently studied both experimentally
and theoretically; e.g., bistable switch, molecular NEMS,
three-terminal molecular devices (molecular transistor), and
spin-based molecular devices. A brief summary of the status of

exploration (maturity) of molecular components for
nanoelectronics is given in Table 5.
A special and important subset of molecular electronic materials is carbon nanotubes [39]. A carbon nanotube is a molecular
“tube” or cylinder formed from an atomic “sheet” of carbon atoms. These carbon atoms are bonded together into an array of
hexagons, which form a planar sheet, similar to an atomic sheet
of graphite (and looking like a section of chicken wire). This
graphite-like (graphene) sheet is rolled up to form a carbon
nanotube. Carbon nanotubes can have diameters between
1–20-nm and lengths from 100-nm to several microns. The tube
diameter and just how the sheet of carbon hexagons is rolled up
determine whether a tube is a semiconductor or a metal. If a tube
is a semiconductor, the details of rolling also determine the energy bandgap and, therefore, the electronic properties of the
tube. These bandgap energies range all the way from zero (like a
metal) to values as large as silicon, with many values in between.
The tubes can be doped both p- and n-type, making possible p-n
junctions. Several groups have demonstrated p-FET device
structures in which a gate electrode modulates the conductivity
of a conducting channel by a factor of 105 or more, similar to silicon MOSFETs [40]. Large arrays of carbon nanotube FETs have
been fabricated [41] and, more recently, a voltage inverter or
NOT gate circuit using one n-channel and one p-channel FET
was demonstrated [42].

Architectures
The Merriam Webster dictionary [43] defines computer architecture as “the manner in which the components of a computer or
computer system are organized and integrated.” The previous sec-

Table 6. Emerging Research Architectures
ON2
HN2

QUANTUM
CELLULAR
AUTOMATA

DEFECT TOLERANT
ARCHITECTURE

MOLECULAR
ARCHITECTURE

CELLULAR
NONLINEAR
NETWORKS

QUANTUM
COMPUTING

DEVICE
IMPLEMENTATION

CMOS with
Dissimilar
Material
Systems

Arrays of
Quantum Dots

Intelligently
Assembles
Nanodevices

Molecular
Switches and
Memories

Single Electron
Array
Architectures

Spin Resonance
Transistors,
NMR Devices,
Single Flux
Quantum
Devices

ADVANTAGES

Less
Interconnect
Delay,
Enables Mixed
Technology
Solutions

High Functional
Density. No
Interconnects
in Signal Path

Supports
Hardware with
Defect Densities
>50%

Supports
Memory
Based
Computing

Enables
Utilization of
Single Electron
Devices at
Room
Temperature

Exponential
Performance
Scaling,
Enables
Unbreakable
Cryptography

CHALLENGES

Heat Removal,
No Design
Tools,
Difficult Test
and
Measurement

Limited Fan out,
Dimensional
Control (Low
Temperature
Operation),
Sensitive to
Background
Charge

Requires PreComputing Test

Limited
Functionality

Subject to
Background
Noise,
Tight
Tolerances

Extreme
Application
Limitation,
Extreme
Technology

MATURITY

Demonstration

Demonstration

Demonstration

Concept

Demonstration

Concept

ARCHITECTURES

3-D INTEGRATION
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tions of this article have
discussed the anticipated
evolution of the components themselves but have
not dealt with organization or integration; i.e., the
architecture of those components. This section will
address new architectural
methodologies that are
likely to emerge in the
next few years to bring
the component technologies to new systems applications.
Two principal forces are driving research into new systems
architectures. One is the invention of devices and technologies
embodying completely new physical principles of operation beyond the FET (e.g., molecular electronics and quantum cellular
automata). These new structures are not plug-to-plug compatible with existing MOSFETs and will require new architectures to
achieve useful functionality. Thus, the development of new devices can be thought of as driving the development of new architectures necessary to support their application.
The second force is the development of new processing technologies combining CMOS functions (such as logic, memory,
etc.) with each other and with other functions (RF, analog, optical, MEMS, etc.). Development of advanced wafer bonding techniques is driving consideration of 3-D integration of silicon
devices and the requirement for new systems architectures.
Similarly, the development of optical input/output with broad
bandwidth capability may drive a new architecture that would
exploit that capability. Thus, development of new processes may
be thought of as enabling new architectures that were not previously possible. Table 6 outlines some of the emerging research
architectures currently on the horizon.
The first entry in Table 6 is heterogeneous 3-D integration. It
is one of the central technologies necessary to implement the vision presented in the first section of this article. As stated earlier,
emerging technologies beyond scaled CMOS offer the potential
for greatly improved performance by mixing and matching technologies for particular applications, perhaps integrated with
CMOS logic and memory platform technologies to provide system backbone functions. Effective combination of technologies
requires 3-D integration of various functionally dissimilar technologies beginning with microprocessors, ASICs, DRAMs, and
extending to RF, analog, optical, and MEMS. These dissimilar
technologies may later include 3-D integration of molecular,
plastic, RSFQs, and others directly onto silicon platforms. In
some instances, such as RSFQs, the integration involves mixing
two completely different principles of information coding (one is
electric charge and the other is magnetic flux quanta)
Another motivation for 3-D integration is related to improving the performance of CMOS systems as the devices continue to
scale down in size. The device performance is expected to scale
faster than performance of global interconnect, leading to a situation in which the overall system performance is dominated by

global interconnect latency. It has been shown
that 3-D superposition
of devices can decrease
interconnect delays by
up to 60% relative to an
equivalent number of
transistors arranged in a
planar arrangement and
is therefore one method
of address interconnect
delay [44, 45].
Three-dimensional integration can be achieved by either
low-temperature wafer bonding or integrated process flows on a
common substrate. Integrating process flows may work for relatively similar technologies but will not work for radically different technologies. For those, low-temperature wafer bonding will
be necessary, typically at temperatures less than 200 °C in order
not to affect the materials and structures fabricated in previous
processing steps.
The second architecture shown in Table 6 is quantum cellular automata, which is quite different from the von
Neumann architecture common to CMOS-based microprocessors. The QCA paradigm is differentiated by the locality of
interaction in which each cell talks only with its nearest
neighbors and the fact that the communication occurs via
electromagnetic fields and quantum tunneling rather than
charge flow in a conductor.
If QCA cells are arranged in a regular square grid, then
long-established cellular automata theory can be applied together with cellular nonlinear (or neural) network (CNN) theory
to describe the information-processing algorithm. This allows a
large body of theory and the corresponding algorithms to be applied directly to QCA architectures. Regular QCA grids are very
efficient at solving of diffusion and wave equations [46], image
processing, and neural system simulation. It is also possible to
construct a complete set of Boolean gates that are moderately efficient by departing from the requirement that the grid be regular and designing custom cellular configurations for the
different Boolean gates.
QCA operation can be improved by introducing an “adiabatic
clocking field,” which controls the switching of the cells and allows them to evolve relatively rapidly to a stable end state. This
clock has the additional advantage that it effectively produces
gain, nonlinearity, and isolation between neighboring parts of a
circuit. Recent experimental results [46] have confirmed the
original theory. Using clocking adds to the complexity of pure
QCA circuits but greatly extends their possible range of applications. Device and circuit analyses indicate that the speed of QCA
circuits will be limited to by the time required to raise and lower
potential barriers between adjacent cells.
The third and forth entries in Table 6 are closely linked and
any discussion of molecular architecture requires first a discussion of defect-tolerant architecture [47]. Defect-tolerant computer architecture implies that a system operates satisfactory in

The need for defect-tolerant hardware
emerges from the possibility of
fabricating nanometer-scale elements that
will probably not satisfy tolerance
and reliability requirements that are
typical for larger scale systems.
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the presence of errors
made in the hardware
during manufacture.
This is different from
fault tolerance, which
implies the ability of a
machine to recover
from errors made during a calculation. The
need for defect-tolerant
hardware emerges from the possibility of fabricating
nanometer-scale elements that will probably not satisfy tolerance and reliability requirements that are typical for larger scale
systems. Systems consisting of molecular-size components are
likely to have many imperfections, and a computing system designed on conventional zero-defect basis would not work.
For a conventional integrated circuit, a description of the
chip function is first developed, and then the hardware is constructed. The general idea behind defect-tolerant architectures
is conceptually the opposite. A generic set of wires and switches
are fabricated, and then the resources are configured by setting
switches linking them together to obtain the desired functionality [47]. A cornerstone of defect-tolerant systems is redundancy
of hardware resources, thus extra components such as switches,
memory cells, and wires are needed. This redundancy in turn
implies very high integration density. The fabrication could be
very inexpensive (e.g., the limit case would be chemical self-assembly of molecular switches on a three-dimensional random
array of wires). However, to make such a circuit operational, a laborious process of testing is needed when the devices are trained
to the desired level of proficiency with computer tutors that find
the defects and record their locations in on-chip databases [47].
In principle not only information on defects, but also all answers
to the input questions (such as all logic functions), can be put
into memory cells, provided there is adequate amount of fast-access memory. On the other hand, to deal with defective elements, an opportunity for rerouting the data flows in hardware
should exist. This implies spare wires to provide a large communications bandwidth. Such a “memory and wires” approach to
computation, while very challenging, may be realized in molecular computers.
The main two potential advantages of defect-tolerant architectures are as follows:
✦ The possibility of building complex systems from inherently imperfect nanoscale components.
✦ The potential for self-repair from operation-originated defects by reconfiguring the system.
An important disadvantage of defect-tolerant computing is
the need for a laborious post-fabrication learning process. Also,
very large amounts of wiring and spare devices may be needed to
cope with relatively high defect rates. However, defect-tolerant
architecture is a broad concept, which can be realized with different approaches, for example in a memory-based molecular
computer or with cellular nonlinear networks.

As mentioned above,
defect-tolerant architecture is one of the enabling technologies for
molecular architecture.
Even though three-terminal molecular devices
with gain have recently
been demonstrated [36],
the extremely demanding interconnect requirements required for three-terminal operation dictate that molecular architecture will probably be
memory based. The logic functions will consist of precalculated
truth tables stored in memory and accessed via dense self-assembled interconnect fabrics.
Cellular nonlinear networks [48, 49] executed in tunneling
phase logic (CNN/TPL)[50] and quantum computing [4, 51-58]
are both radically new technologies and architectures that will
not be discussed in detail except to note that they implement two
alternative forms of phase logic. CNN/TPL encodes information as
the phase of an electrical signal relative to the phase of a reference
signal. Quantum computing encodes information in the relative
phase and amplitudes of the wavefunctions of entangled qubits.

The process of changing one thing at a time
while holding everything else constant has
served the microelectronics industry very well,
and it is not likely to be abandoned.
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Emerging Technology Sequence
The preceding sections have surveyed the universe of emerging
research devices, introduced a parametrization scheme to relate
them to each other and to scaled CMOS, and discussed individual
device and architectural concepts. The emerging research device parametrization shown in Fig. 1 summarizes that information at some future point in time but contains no information on
the evolutionary sequence required to reach that point. The individual tables on logic, memory, and architectures do contain
some limited sequence information and show time increasing
from left to right. However, no attempt has been made to address
the global evolutionary sequences that are likely to appear and
dominate our future technology.
The emerging technology sequence chart shown as Fig. 2 below is an attempt to create a relevant taxonomy that might characterize future development. The dominant feature of the chart
below is the four parallel technology vectors. These technology
vectors are identified as nonclassical CMOS, memory, logic, and
architecture. These vectors may not be the right ones or even the
right number, but they illustrate two very important points
about the nature of future microelectronic development. First,
microelectronics development will continue along a finite number of well-defined evolutionary pathways that permit incremental change in existing devices to produce dramatic
improvements in systems performance. The process of changing
one thing at a time while holding everything else constant has
served the microelectronics industry very well and it is not likely
to be abandoned. It permits detailed planning with well-defined
roadmaps and leads to an inherently efficient process. It is the
foundation on which the ITRS process is based and it will conIEEE CIRCUITS & DEVICES MAGAZINE
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tinue, although there
will be some diversification in the traditional
sequences as shown in
Fig. 2.
The second point is
closely related to the
first—emerging technologies and architectures will establish their
own evolutionary progressions. This means that they will not be extensions of the current sequences. More importantly, after initial research
demonstrates their function and application-driven potential,
their subsequent development usually will likely occur as an orderly progression. One aspect of current research in emerging
technologies is the seemingly random way in which new discoveries are announced in one emerging area with no relationship
to other emerging technologies. As powerful as this process is to
the creation of paradigm-shifting approaches, this also is alien to
the operational mode of the microelectronics industry, creates
distrust of the emerging technologies, and impedes their eventual adoption.
It is important to understand that the time scale for each
technology vector is independent of the other technology vectors. Thus, vertical alignment of technologies is not meant to
imply synchronicity of the technologies. For example, quantum
computing will certainly be here very much later than doublegate transistors
The bottom vector in Fig. 2 is labeled nonclassical CMOS and
is an extension of the existing ITRS roadmap. The first two entries
in that vector are fully depleted SOI devices and strained silicon
(or some other form of mobility enhancement material or structure). These are listed first because the operational principles are
well understood, as are some of the manufacturing issues. The last
three entries on this vector are various forms of double-gate devices. The industry likely will settle on one of these devices once all
the manufacturing issues are understood, and the other two will
not be pursued to any extent. Currently, a clear winner of the
three-candidate double-gate devices has not emerged.
The second vector labeled memory is also a continuation of
the existing memory roadmap. The first entry in that vector is
magnetic RAM, which is in limited production now and will
clearly precede the other entries. The second entry is
phase-change memory, which is in an advanced state of development and may be expected in high volume manufacture relatively soon after MRAM memories. The next entry is
nanofloating gate memory, which will likely be the next major
advance. It operates by embedding nanocrystals in the gate of a
CMOS device and can be manufactured without developing additional underlying technologies. The order of the last two entries
is somewhat speculative because they depend on development of
new underlying technologies. The SET device will need cryogenic cooling of some kind and the molecular memory will require a new interconnect technology. Development of the last

two memory devices will
be gated by the advancement of the underlying
technologies.
Each of the concepts
for new forms of a logic
technology is highly
speculative. For this
reason, placement of
these concepts on the
logic technology vector
is very uncertain and is meant to be illustrative and not predictive. The RTD/MOSFET gate is simply the combination of two
well-known devices to form a new multivalued,
multifunctional gate. This new RTD/MOSFET gate could reduce the parts count and power dissipation and increase the
speed of some applications by factors of two to four. Examples
of applications include SRAM cell, latched comparators, shift
registers, etc. One major issue is development and
manufacturability of a silicon-based RTD integrated with
MOSFETs, and the other is whether the potential advance
would justify major costs for R&D and for manufacturing retooling. The SET logic device depends on cryogenic cooling as
an enabling technology as do RSFQs. Development of QCA for
logic applications depends on the supporting architecture and
cryogenic cooling. Molecular logic devices depend on development of a three-terminal device and an interconnect technology.
The emerging architectures technology vector is fundamentally different compared to the other three. Each of the emerging
architectures is completely different and independent of the others. For this reason it is much more difficult to suggest a sequential development of new architectures. As with the logic vector,
placement of the emerging architectures is highly speculative
and meant to be more illustrative and not predictive. Three-dimensional heterogeneous integration of discrete chips and wafers likely will occur in the near term for three reasons. Most of
the requisite technology is available, manufacturing tools are
emerging, and lastly market applications are driving this technology. Beyond that, QCA or, more generally, field-coupled architectures will probably be next although that is open to
question. Defect-tolerant architectures are closely coupled to
molecular computing architectures and those will have to occur
in parallel. The development of molecular architectures will of
course be gated by molecular devices which in turn is gated by
interconnect issues. Cellular nonlinear networks are shown next
and they are gated by a host of underlying technologies including phase logic, quantum RTDs, cryogenics, and probably others. The last architecture is undoubtedly quantum computing,
which will be gated by invention and reduction to manufacturing of a practical, affordable solid-state machine.
Successful development of the multitude of technologies
shown in Fig. 2 will require a stable integrating platform to
merge the new technologies with a stable infrastructure technology providing backbone integration and data-storage functions. That platform undoubtedly will be scaled silicon,

A successful new information-processing
paradigm most likely will require a new
platform technology embodying a
fabric of interconnected primitive logic
cells, perhaps in three dimensions.
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combined with a relevant memory technology. This scenario
points to the benefits of heterogeneous integration of complementary technologies discussed in this article.
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Summary and Conclusions
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